The Effect of Downsizing on the Normal Tricuspid Annulus.
Tricuspid annuloplasty is a surgical procedure that cinches the valve's annulus in order to reduce regurgitant blood flow. One of its critical parameters is the degree of downsizing. To provide insight into the effect of downsizing, we studied the annulus of healthy sheep during suture annuloplasty. To this end, we implanted fiduciary markers along the annulus of sheep and subsequently performed a DeVega suture annuloplasty. We performed five downsizing steps in each animal while recording hemodynamic and sonomicrometry data in beating hearts. Subsequently, we used splines to approximate the annulus at baseline and at each downsizing step. Based on these approximations we computed clinical metrics of annular shape and dynamics, and the continuous field metrics height, strain, and curvature. With these data, we demonstrated that annular area reduction during downsizing was primarily driven by compression of the anterior annulus. Similarly, reduction in annular dynamics was driven by reduced contractility in the anterior annulus. Finally, changes in global height and eccentricity of the annulus could be explained by focal changes in the continuous height profile and changes in annular curvature. Our findings are important as they provide insight into a regularly performed surgical procedure and may inform the design of transcatheter devices that mimic suture annuloplasty.